Look inside for details!

AUG-SEP GUN SHOWS

Aug 17-18, Waterville, ME
Sept. 7-8, Concord, NH
Sept. 21, Madison, ME
Sept. 28-29, Augusta, ME

Free

Eastern Maine Shooting Supplies

An Uncle Henry's Publication
525 Eastern Ave.
Augusta, Maine 04330
Tel: (207) 623-1411
**Firearms**

Winchester shotgun M101 pigeon grade 3 barrel set, 410, 28ga, & 20ga with takedown case. Nickel. Arrangements can be made according to your state of residence laws.(unlike MA Law). PayPal for deposit accepted. Call, email or text me if interested. $3,100.00 OBRO 781-864-9750 or 781-246-9092 Wakefield, MA

Remington O/U 12 ga. M396 Nickel. Arrangements can be made per your state requirements. Will accept PayPal for deposit. Call, email or text if interested. $800.00 OBRO 781-864-9750 or 781-246-9092 Wakefield, MA

Browning shotgun. 410 ga Citori feather XS 28” VR CT, ss/blu with Browning hard takedown case. Arrangements can be made per your State requirements. Will Accept PayPal for Deposit. Call, email or text if interested. $1,000.00 OBRO 781-864-9750 or 781-246-9092 Wakefield, MA

Browning 20Ga Citori feather XS 28” VR CT, ss/blu With Browning hard takedown case. Arrangements can be made per your State requirements. Will accept PayPal for deposit. Call, email or text if interested. $1,000.00 OBRO 781-864-9750 Wakefield, MA

Browning shotgun. 20 ga Citori 3x28” VR cyl/cyl, Blu finish, Japan mfg. Arrangements can be made per your state requirements. Will accept PayPal for deposit. Call, email or text if interested. $800.00 OBRO 781-864-9750 Wakefield, MA

Remington Speedmaster 552 .22 semi automatic deluxe model Monte Carlo stock 207-717-8078 Abbot, ME

1941 Winchester model 1897 12ga pump shotgun $550.00 207-717-8078 Abbot, ME

Remington 1100 12 gauge magnum semi-auto for 3” shells in excellent condition with 28” barrel full choke, vented rib and nice checkered walnut stock set. No cracks or chips. Will also cycle 2 3/4” high brass loads, but not low brass target loads. $425.00 207-437-2211 Albion, ME

Springfield XD Mod 2 .45 compact bi-tone with 2 mags and case. Consider trades inverter generator $450.00 207-608-2900 Alfred, ME

Open to gun trades. WWI era Stetson Campaign Hat. This is an officer’s hat, although the original cords are missing. Hat is in excellent shape for being 100 years old. Shows minor wear due to being worn. All tags taken together date the hat prior to the 1920s. I have tons of additional photos of all the tags so you can do your own research ahead of time too if you’re interested. Someone has written “Gen Foote Quincy, Mass WWI” on the inside brim. Open to firearms trades. $300.00 OBO 207-991-1159 Auburn, ME

Unfired S&W Shield 40 cal. 5 round mag and 7 round mag. As new in box complete. Perfect conceal carry weapon.
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**Always comply with local, state, federal, and international law.**

**The Bullet-In does not get involved in transactions between parties.**
3

Must have valid Maine ID. Bill of sale a must! $400.00 Cash 207-332-7389 Augusta, ME

Sig Sauer P320 Subcompact holster. RH, mini wing, IWB, brand new still in box. Text or leave voicemail. $75.00 207-592-1543 Augusta, ME

Gen 3 Glock 27 w/TFO night sights, 3 9rd magazines. $500.00 207-530-7855 Augusta, ME

Remington model 710 .243 Grey synthetic stock with 3-9 Bushnell. Text or email only $275.00 OBO 207-242-9020 Augusta, ME

Interarms 30-06 bolt action with scope. Very good condition. little used, deadly accurate. $350.00 OBO 207-462-5350 Augusta, ME

EKOL Voltran Viper, 2 1/2” BB, 6-shot blank firing revolver in excellent condition or better. This is not a real, live-firing revolver. It shoots only blanks and cannot be chambered to fire real ammunition. The caliber blanks utilized is 9mm R./P.A.K. This piece is loud. Quite comparable to the real thing in DB’s, report, etc.. The action, size, and looks are all true to form in realism. The frame-size is like a S&W K-frame 69-2 Combat Magnum. In really super condition! Must be at least 18 to purchase. Maine State I.D. required, plus a bill of sale will be done. Serious inquiries only, please. $100.00 Firm 207-623-3036 Augusta, ME

Ruger Ar556. I would estimate 150rds have been fired through the rifle. I've added a Mlok free float rail to the rifle, Magpul end plate, Springfield flip up sights and some Bravo Company furniture has been added as well. I also have other accessories if interested. Email or text for price. 207-852-9079 Bangor, ME

NIB Glock 32 new Barsto .40 barrel, call anytime. Paid $700 for it. $500.00 Firm 207-659-3888 Bangor, ME

Glock 43. Excellent condition, 70 rounds through it. Nitrided slide with front and rear serrations. Night sights, (2) 7 round transparent mags. Framework done out of state. KI threaded fluted barrel Fits the hands perfectly. Framework alone ran almost $200. Extended slide release. $600.00 207-478-9889 Bangor, ME

Looking to sell my “rare” Glock 26! It has truglo tridium and fiber optic sights, streamlight tlr6 which is the flashlight and laser combo, a manual safety, 3 10 round mags and glock 19 mag with the x mag grip extension, and undercut on the grip for a better hold. Yes this glock has a physical safety switch on it! With all the extras I’m looking to get $585 firm. I will sell for $525 with out the flashlight. 207-812-0772 Bangor, ME

257 Roberts Winchester model 70 featherweight XTR. Very hard to find rifle! Interested in trades or cash. $900.00 OBO 207-944-0869 Bangor, ME

Spanish Destroyer carbine chambered in 9mm Largo. Great little gun. Interested
in trades or cash. $550.00 OBO 207-944-0869 Bangor, ME

Type I Arisaka Corcano. Untouched, not sporterized. No corrosion, got it from my uncle. I do not know anything about it. Beech stock, serial numbered. No cleaning rod, clean shiny bore. Cash only, no trades. Email is best. $350.00 OBO 207-669-4497 Bar Harbor, ME

Arisaka Type 38. Sporterized. Clean with flower mark on top. Looks sharp, needs scope mount or front sight blade ($25 online) nice looking with 5 boxes of new Norma 6.5 Premium Ammo! (Ammo alone sells for $40/box). Cash only no trades. Email is best. $375.00 OBO 207-669-4497 Bar Harbor, ME

.50 cal BMG-LAR Grizzly single shot. Comes with the hard case and 12x36x80 ATN scope. Shoots great. $3,500.00 OBO 207-631-4847 Belfast, ME

Savage Stevens mod 67. 20ga with vent rib bbl and removable choke tubes. $275.00 207-485-4070 or 207-399-2140 Belgrade, ME

Ruger M77 in .308 with laminate stock and heavy barrel. Gun is in like new condition with original box and factory Ruger scope rings. Would trade for older Ruger M77 in .300 win mag or .338 win mag preferably with tang safety, or make an offer. $575.00 OBO 207-451-7882 Berwick, ME

Like new Keltec PF9 9mm has action and trigger job very clean. Comes with some ammo and holster. $300.00 OBO 207-494-0060 Biddeford, ME

Remington 700 30-06. With new Nikon 3x9 scope. Like new condition. Dan. $475.00 OBO 207-615-1974 Biddeford, ME

AR15 Custom build. Like new, less than 150 rds fired. Anderson Arms lower, Diamondhead complete upper with picatinny rail topside and flash hider. Magpul collapsible stock & folding adjustable front and rear sights. Lifetime warranty Vortex Strikefire II red/green dot sight. Comes with 20 rd factory mag, 4 (30) 5.56x45 rd Magpul Gen 2 mags, and 425 - 450 rds of .223 FMJ. Been sitting inside it’s whole life. No drops/jams/damage/water. Never have had time to use. Paid $1300 for rifle setup, $200 for the sight $50 for the mags, and $140 for the ammo. Pls have DL or ID for record of sale $1,250.00 Cash 207-949-1909 Biddeford, ME

Remington 7600 engraved edition 30-06. 22” bbl Bear scene one side. Deer scene on other. Rare gun. Excellent condition vortex 2-7 scope. Not many like this left out there. Cash. $700.00 Firm 207-313-3648 Bowdoin, ME

Remington Model 11 16ga w/poly choke. Remington 870 express 12ga w/paradox barrel & picatinny rail. Winchester model 70 synthetic 300 win mag w/bi-pod, no scope. Winchester model 1400 12ga wood. Winchester model 1200 12ga wood. All in excellent condition. Trade for silver. Text or email is best. 207-227-5348 Bradford, ME

Like new Keltec PF9 9mm has action and trigger job very clean. Comes with some ammo and holster. $300.00 OBO 207-494-0060 Biddeford, ME

CVA Optima V2 Muzzle loader. Realtree camp stainless 50 cal .. Brand new still

---

Inventory Reduction Sale

25% - 50% off Select Firearms

OVER 600 GUNS IN STOCK CASH FOR GUNS SPECIALIZING IN COLLECTIBLES

We Will Pawn Your Guns And Outdoor Sporting Items

WILDWOOD INC.

Open Fridays Until 7PM
Rt. 137 • China, ME • 207-968-2138
www.wildwoodguns.com
We BUY, SELL & TRADE GUNS

Sell your gun LEGALLY, transfer to a licensed gun dealer.

We offer fair prices on all guns and buy whole collections of guns from 1 to 100.

SMITH &-WESSON, MODEL 642. Stainless steel Ladies Smith. .38 special, 5 shot. Come with Safari Land holster. Like new condition. Call Bob. $550.00 207-665-2655 Bryant Pond, ME

SMITH & WESSON MODEL 37. Early Lite Weight model with flat latch. 5 shot .38 Special, pachmeyer grips, overall condition 98%. Call Bob. $550.00 207-665-2655 Bryant Pond, ME

Savage bolt action $400.00 207-631-5373 Bucksport, ME

Spikes tactical crusader with many extras. Sig sauer arm brace, chromed lined 11.5” barrel, Fortis m-lock handguard, ambi charge handle, fail zero bcg, crossfire red dot, magpul foregrip, and more. Will come with one 30 rd mag. Trades welcome, mostly firearms. $550.00 207-423-8197 Buxton, ME

1903a3 3006 natnI ord reciever, Remington parts, headspace checked. $550 Zastava m88a 9mm $200 American revolver co 38sw 6”barrel
rare $200 (inc box of ammo) Taurus pt738 380 $225 OBO 207-409-5761 Buxton, ME

Weatherby Vanguard rifle in .308, I have owned it since it was new. Has about a box of ammo through it, mainly to maintain scope accuracy. This is in excellent condition and always well maintained. 4x12 power scope mil-dot red or green lighted reticle. Price for both is $650, and is firm but has a small amount of wiggle. 207-717-3544 Cambridge, ME

Springfield Armory sar4800 match Fal 10 mags ammo can of 7.62x51. dsa quad rail and scope mount. only trade for dirt bike like new condition. honda or yamaha 250f preferred. cash price trade price 3,500. cash price $2,500.00 Firm 207-691-3961 Camden, ME

AR15 in 2 calibers 5.56mm and 300 AAC Black oOut many extras B.O. takes it Both 207-431-6339 Canaan, ME

Bcm recce 11 ar pistol with 11.5 bcm barrel. All bcm except the sba3 brace. These go for around 1600 new bone stock. I put magpul flip up sights, a magpul bad lever, bcm foregrip, vortex crossfire red dot with the original mount and a primary arms mount. Comes with 10 pmags magpul QD sling. $1,200.00 Firm 207-491-9755 Carthage, ME

AR15 in 2 calibers 5.56mm and 300 AAC Black oOut many extras B.O. takes it Both 207-431-6339 Canaan, ME

38 special hand gun. ammo, shot 6 times, box, papers, lock rock inland this is m200 spl rock island $265.00 OBO 207-848-2797 or 207-949-5893 Carmel, ME

Selling my Heckler & Koch P30 LEM model in 9mm. Gun has had approximately 600 rounds put through it. Very reliable handgun! Has the LEM trigger which is much much better then the standard da.sa. Includes 3 15 rd magazines and an alien gear IWB holster. Asking $550.00 OBO 207-747-9657 Carmel, ME

Vox vt40+ amp, with a cry baby wah, a tc electronics fang distortion, a fab chorus pedal both pedals are brand new never even opened or used. Looking to trade for handguns, rifles. 10/22.Open to offers. Let me know what you have $250.00 Firm 207-491-9755 Carthage, ME

Dan Wesson CTG 15 357 magnum. 8” barrel and comes with an uncle mikes holster. Shoots like a dream and very accurate. Looking for trades for other firearms or cash. Call or text is best. $475.00 OBO 207-446-7804 Chelsea, ME

Weatherby Vanguard ri

rare $200 (inc box of ammo) Taurus pt738 380 $225 OBO 207-409-5761 Buxton, ME

Weatherby Vanguard rifle in .308, I have owned it since it was new. Has about a box of ammo through it, mainly to maintain scope accuracy. This is in excellent condition and always well maintained. 4x12 power scope mil-dot red or green lighted reticle. Price for both is $650, and is firm but has a small amount of wiggle. 207-717-3544 Cambridge, ME

Springfield Armory sar4800 match Fal 10 mags ammo can of 7.62x51. dsa quad rail and scope mount. only trade for dirt bike like new condition. honda or yamaha 250f preferred. cash price trade price 3,500. cash price $2,500.00 Firm 207-691-3961 Camden, ME

AR15 in 2 calibers 5.56mm and 300 AAC Black oOut many extras B.O. takes it Both 207-431-6339 Canaan, ME

Bcm recce 11 ar pistol with 11.5 bcm barrel. All bcm except the sba3 brace. These go for around 1600 new bone stock. I put magpul flip up sights, a magpul bad lever, bcm foregrip, vortex crossfire red dot with the original mount and a primary arms mount. Comes with 10 pmags magpul QD sling. $1,200.00 Firm 207-491-9755 Carthage, ME

AR15 in 2 calibers 5.56mm and 300 AAC Black oOut many extras B.O. takes it Both 207-431-6339 Canaan, ME

38 special hand gun. ammo, shot 6 times, box, papers, lock rock inland this is m200 spl rock island $265.00 OBO 207-848-2797 or 207-949-5893 Carmel, ME

Selling my Heckler & Koch P30 LEM model in 9mm. Gun has had approximately 600 rounds put through it. Very reliable handgun! Has the LEM trigger which is much much better then the standard da/sa. Includes 3 15 rd magazines and an alien gear IWB holster. Asking $550.00 OBO 207-747-9657 Carmel, ME

Vox vt40+ amp, with a cry baby wah, a tc electronics fang distortion, a fab chorus pedal both pedals are brand new never even opened or used. Looking to trade for handguns, rifles. 10/22.Open to offers. Let me know what you have $250.00 Firm 207-491-9755 Carthage, ME

Dan Wesson CTG 15 357 magnum. 8” barrel and comes with an uncle mikes holster. Shoots like a dream and very accurate. Looking for trades for other firearms or cash. Call or text is best. $475.00 OBO 207-446-7804 Chelsea, ME

38 special hand gun. ammo, shot 6 times, box, papers, lock rock inland this is m200 spl rock island $265.00 OBO 207-848-2797 or 207-949-5893 Carmel, ME

Selling my Heckler & Koch P30 LEM model in 9mm. Gun has had
Custom rifle. commercial FN Mauser 98 action, 338-06. 24” barrel (1-10.25” twist sporter weight barrel, blued finish, muzzle diameter 5/8+” bright/shiney bore with sharp rifling), Timney trigger, Buchler low scope safety, pillar-bedded synthetic stock with raised cheekpiece with shadow line. Stock believed to be made by Butler Creek (high quality), with recoil pad. Warne steel scope bases. Includes like new Lee Precision 2-die set. Blued steel bottom metal. Outstanding hunting rifle with 3500+ ft-lbs muzzle energy. No trades. $650.00 207-426-9133 or 207-391-2340 Clinton, ME

Winchester mod 70 .270 $400.00 207-478-4464 Corinna, ME

Rossi Rb17. 17 hmr. Sig whiskey 3 4x12x50 scope. 2 mags. Little use. Good condition. Text is best. Cash only $225.00 OBRO 207-416-5723 Corinna, ME

Selling a savage msr15. The gun is in excellent condition and shoots very well and is very accurate. Comes with vortex strike fire 2 red/green dot, a flashlight/fore grip, four p mags and two mag couplers. Best time to call is after 4:30pm during the week days.call or text. Only reason I’m selling is to buy injectors for my truck. Shoot me an offer worse I can say is no. $900.00 OBRO 207-416-3233 Corinna, ME

sig 2022 in 9mm with 3 15 and 3 17 round factory mags + factory holster with case and all that came with it. also has night sights $600.00 Firm 207-931-7414 or 207-278-0073 Corinna, ME

Ruger 44 magnum carbine semi for trade towards a 760 or 7600 carbine. It’s in very good condition and shoots great. $750.00 207-431-3096 Cornville, ME

Ruger “Police Service Six”, .357 magnum. Stainless steel model in excellent condition. $450.00 Firm 207-702-2398 Costigan, ME


Harrington & Richardson model 1871 Buffalo Classic. 45-70. Excellent condition with a beautiful walnut stock. $400.00 Firm 207-702-2398 Costigan, ME

Winchester 1895 in 405 Winchester. It has an excellent custom stock in highly figured Tiger tail maple. Done many years ago by a highly skilled craftsman. Built to be shot as it tames the recoil of this big gun very well. Very accurate and classy rifle from the golden years of hunting $2,750.00 207-322-7229 Denmark, ME

I have a few handguns I would like to sell or trade. Mark 2 , rm 380, sig 290 rs, glock 45gap, Tom cat 32, deawoo 40, and a judge. Any interest let me know. 207-452-2419 Denmark, ME

Glock G27 Gen 3 brand new. Unfired. Stainless pins, extended mag release, Ghost stainless slide release, grip plug
- comes with all original parts. Glock box, two mags, everything it came with from the dealer. Magazine pictured with pinky extender is not included. Swap for other .40 cal Glock in excellent condition. May consider other trades. Text for fastest response. OBO 207-944-2705 Dover-Foxcroft, ME

SKS Model 59/66 Yugoslavian with Monte Carlo synthetic stock, NcStar 6x32 optic, 16-10 round stripper clips, baynet, cleaning kit, 5 round detachable mag for hunting. Great shooting gun, accurate, and the stock absorbs most of the recoil. call or text please. can be brought to Scarborough upon request thank you Paul $550.00 207-838-3284 Fairfield, ME

12ga shotgun maverick 88 and ammo 3 boxes $180.00 Cash 207-480-0128 Farmingdale, ME

Sig Sauer P226 pellet gun. .177 cal. Only fired 1 magazine. Positively like new! Authentic size, weight and balance as a sig 226. Comes with pellets and a box of 35 co2 cannisters. No phone calls please, text or email only. First cash $100.00 Firm 207-623-2648 Farmingdale, ME

Mosin Nagant rifle with composite stock and wood stock, bayonet. Ammo available also $300.00 207-907-0265 Farmington, ME

Ruger Mini 14 Tapco stock, 20rd mag. Older model. Text is best $450.00 207-907-0265 Farmington, ME


---

TARGET NEW CUSTOMERS WITH DISPLAY ADVERTISING!

If you're in the firearms business, you should be here!

Call (207) 623-7144 or email info@thebullet-in.com
Ruger Old Army black powder revolver, blued, wood grips, includes case $350.00 207-907-0265 Farmington, ME

I am looking for a 22 magnum rifle not looking to spend a crazy amount of money looking for something decent I will buy new text works best $200.00 207-592-8526 or 207-592-8526 Friendship, ME

22lr cricket, about 50 rounds fired through it since new, excellent condition, if no answer leave text message and I will get right back to you. Asking $75.00 207-701-7694 Friendship, ME

Like to trade my antique firearms. These are all made before 1898, some go back as early as 1750 era. I am interested in a nice car or truck, nice motorcycle, maybe a nice antique auto. Nothing that needs work. Would trade value of your item for the value of the guns you like. Call $18,000.00 OBRO 207-582-2596 Gardiner, ME

Browning model 1885, low wall 260 Remington tapered octagon with leupold 2-7 power scope. In as new condition, less than 300 rounds fired. Mint condition! Includes loading dies, brass, 100 loaded rounds. Very accurate rifle. 3 shot grouping less than ½” at 100 yards the norm. $1,700.00 OBO 207-951-5120 Gorham, ME

This is an incredibly accurate rifle. I shot 1 1/2 inch groups at 300yds with cheap federal ammo. Parts list is as follows: Alpha Zulu hand guard, Warsport barrel and muzzle brake, Aero M4e1 lower, upper and lower parts kit and Bcg, Rock River Arms 2 stage trigger, Aero precision ultralight 30mm rings, magpul butt stock and pistol grip. Comes with roughly 300 rounds of 223. Vortex viper 2.5-10x30mm not included at listed price. $1,200.00 207-572-2564 Gorham, ME

Cz p07 gen2 in 9mm. Brand new and unfired. Currently set up with Decocker but has all parts for safety if desired.
10 Firearms

1966 Walther PP 32acp. Good condition with some slight pitting noted. Made in Germany with original Stag stamp on barrel. Very straight shooter for an iron sight pistol. Includes original Walther 7rd magazine, and a 50 rd box of ammo. $400.00 OBO 207-485-1220 Hallowell, ME

Browning T-Bolt 22LR with Mossy Oak Bottomlands stock. Like new. Includes original box, manual, lock, and two 10-round magazines. $475.00 207-299-6831 Hampden, ME

7-61mm rifle, sling, scope, reloading dies, shells, custom made. Shoots great. Nice gun $1,500.00 OBO 207-683-6501 Harmony, ME

Remington 30.06 74 sportsman. Looking to trade for a pistol 9mm and up or possibly tactical firearms. No hi points please. Also have a Mossberg bolt action. 20 gauge I would be interested in trading for a pistol as well for a lesser value then the .06. Other trades welcome. Toys with a motor, running boats, atvs dirtbike, needing little work is fine. If you dont get a text back or able to make a call and get threw email me. Thanks OBO 207-402-7340 Hebron, ME

Springfield/Stevens model 84c bolt action 22lr. Has a 24” barrel well used gun. Trade or cash. $125.00 OBO 207-991-8565 Hermon, ME

Ruger Blackhawk 44 mag, blued 7.5” excellent. Trade for the same in 45 long colt 5-1/2-61/2, or $475.00 Cash 207-991-8844 Hermon, ME

Hi Point S&W .40 cal. carbine. Comes with tactical scope with red/green adjustable reticles, red dot, forward grip, strap, hard case, and (2) 10 rd magazines. It also comes with the original sights as well as a short range red/green reticle sight. Extra items in the case can be discussed for additional cost or right trade. Trade for decent utility trailer of equal value. Asking $450.00 OBRO 207-217-3219 Hermon, ME

Armi sports (Italy) (quigley). Falling block down under sharps style rifle. 45-70 us gov. With 33” octogon barrel. Rear soal high end peep sight with front level sight, sight includes several orifices. Rifle has double set adjustable triggers. Rifle is in as new condition with less than 500 rounds fired. Extremely accurate, as demonstrated by 500 yard silhouette shooting. Awesome gun that is a blast to shoot. Includes dies, 300 lead check 475 grain lead bullets, and aoorox 100 loaded rounds. $1,700.00 207-951-5120 Gorham, ME

Beretta M9 9mm handgun. Like new condition. About 100 rounds through it. Comes with all original paperwork, cleaning kit, case, two magazines, and new wood hand grips in the package. Must be 21 and Maine Resident. No trades $550.00 OBRO 207-576-2842 Gray, ME

Ruger super Blackhawk, .44 mag, good shape, very accurate, pachmayer grips, plus stock grips, leather holster. No trades. Call or text. $500.00 OBO 207-240-9032 Greene, ME

20 Gauge Remington 870. 26” brl. Wood stock. Bought new and is still unfired in the box. Choke tubes. $225.00 Firm 207-702-2398 Greenfield Township, ME

Smith & Wesson “Regulation Police” .38 S&W cal. Excellent condition. Based on the ser. # I think it was made in the late 1930’s. $350.00 Firm 207-702-2398 Greenfield Township, ME

Jimenez Arms JA .380 with two six round mags. Will trade for something else. Text only, calls will most likely be ignored $75.00 OBO 207-270-0366 Guilford, ME

Comes with everything it did from factory. 2 mags, luminescent sights. Looking to trade for a similarly good condition sig p320 compact 9mm or smith and Wesson M&p compact 2.0 in 9mm Text is best. Thanks! $450.00 Firm 207-894-8796 Gorham, ME

Jimenez Arms JA .380 with two six round mags. Will trade for something else. Text only, calls will most likely be ignored $75.00 OBO 207-270-0366 Guilford, ME
Ruger 77 hawkeye 300 Ruger compact magnum with Nikon 2.5x10x40 scope 650.00 and a tc venture 270 with Nikon 4x12x40 scope for 450 and also have 10 boxes of 270 ammo 15.00 a box 207-400-1640 Hollis Center, ME

Critical Capabilities AR9, very low round count, functions flawless, takes Glock mags, excellent shape, comes with one mag. $600 obo, Glock 17 G4 great shape, only a few rounds through it with 3 mags, and original equipment, as well as a Fobus paddle holster. $500 obo. Also have a few partial boxes, as well as the ammo in the mags to go with it, for the right deal, take it all for $1000, possible trades, more pics upon request. 207-790-0204 Hope, ME

Winchester M670, RH bolt, 30-06, checkered stock, sling eyelets, new Tasco World Class 3x9x40 scope, Kwiksite see through mounts, open rear ramp front sights. VG condition $575.00 207-691-2808 or 207-763-3052 Hope, ME

VX Freedom scope. Brand new Leupold comes with Leupolds lifetime warranty. Doesn't fit my long action. Free shipping in Maine. 3-9x50. Very clear $300.00 207-521-0029 Hodgdon, ME

Springfield XDs 45 ACP. Excellent condition. Maybe 500 rounds fired. Comes with paddle holster, 2 grip backstraps (sm & lg) and 2 extended magazine backstraps (sm & lrg). Two 5 and one 7 round magazines included. Also includes Mag holder, cable lock, and very nice carrying case. No a scratch or defect on the gun. Includes Talon grips and Pearce grip extention. Powder River precision trigger kit installed. No trades. Must be a Maine resident, over 21 years old and successfully pass a federal background check. $375.00 207-385-3385 Holden, ME

FNX 9 firearm is in excellent condition. Comes with hard case, 3 mags and extra back straps. Text or call if interested $450.00 OBO 207-807-0180 Hollis Center, ME

VX Freedom scope. Brand new Leupold comes with Leupolds lifetime warranty. Doesn't fit my long action. Free shipping in Maine. 3-9x50. Very clear $300.00 207-521-0029 Hodgdon, ME

Springfield XDs 45 ACP. Excellent condition. Maybe 500 rounds fired. Comes with paddle holster, 2 grip backstraps (sm & lg) and 2 extended magazine backstraps (sm & lrg). Two 5 and one 7 round magazines included. Also includes Mag holder, cable lock, and very nice carrying case. Not a scratch or defect on the gun. Includes Talon grips and Pearce grip extention. Powder River precision trigger kit installed. No trades. Must be a Maine resident, over 21 years old and successfully pass a federal background check. $375.00 207-385-3385 Holden, ME

FNX 9 firearm is in excellent condition. Comes with hard case, 3 mags and extra back straps. Text or call if interested $450.00 OBO 207-807-0180 Hollis Center, ME
Nice DTI ar-15. 5.56 nato with a 1x9 twist. It has full Magpul furniture, shoots really good and comes with one mag. Text for more info. $650.00 OBO 207-227-8100 Hudson, ME

I have some once fired brass for anyone looking to reload, 45,38,357,40, and 308 calibers, a few hundred rounds of each make me an offer. OBRO 207-491-1385 Jay, ME

Winchester model 94 30-30. VGC. Little use, nice case. Need quick sale. Asking $400.00 352-557-7785 Jefferson, ME

Taurus Judge 410/45LC. Great shape. Polymers frame. $450.00 OBO 207-281-2619 Kennebunk, ME

CZ (Huglu) Ringneck 20 gauge. Great shape. Choke tubes $725.00 OBO 207-281-2619 Kennebunk, ME

Ruger security 9 with light new never fired $350.00 207-229-8512 Kennebunk, ME

A.H. Fox Sterlingworth. 16ga SXS 28” barrels. Lots original barrel blue. Case colors. Very nice clean light weight double $1,700.00 OBO 207-344-7637 Leeds, ME

Looking to sell or trade my mossburgh 12 gauge model a pump shot gun. takes up to 3 in shells. Does have some scratches but shoots n functions flawlessly! Contact Eric for more info! Text is best. Can’t always answer my phone thanks will send more pics if interested $200.00 Firm 207-577-3467 Lewiston, ME

Selling a Springfield saint AR pistol, with a vortex razor II red dot sight. Only fired once to sight it in and plink a bit. About 100 rounds through it, less than a year old. Comes with a few extra mags and a magpul one point sling and Original carry case. It’s in great shape and shoots great. Gun was around 950 and sight was 450. Looking 1000 bucks and I’m pretty firm on that. Email or text is the preferred method of contact. 207-391-2972 Limerick, ME
Sportsmen’s Show. Saturday, September 21st, 9-4pm, 574 Lakewood Road. Guns, ammo, knives, hunting, fishing, trapping & more! Vendors from all over the State! $5/pp, 13 & under/free (accompanied with adult). 207-399-9717 Madison, ME

Remington 887 Nitromag Waterfowl. Used to shoot skeet/trap a couple times and twice out duck hunting. Purchased new in 2012. Asking, $350.00 OBRO 207-399-7026 Madison, ME

Fuel tank 36 gal.with 12 volt fuel pump, 15 GPM. Bought at box store. Looking to trade for firearm or make me a cash offer. Thanks $500.00 OBRO 207-216-1800 Mayfield Township, ME

Mossberg 835 ultimag 12 gauge factory camo. Comes with sight mark holographic, 3 chokes, and sling. Sight and sling camo as well. Takes 2 3/4, 3, and 3 1/2. $425.00 Cash 207-491-6312 Mercer, ME

Remington 22 lr with Remington scope and original clip in good working condition $125.00 207-299-0029 or 207-992-7578 Milford, ME

Savage model 93R17 (.17hmr). Very little use. 5 round magazine, bolt action. Great varmint rifle! Green in color. Fluted heavy barrel. Very accurate. Comes with BSA 6X18X40 Sweet 17 scope. A very fast and fun cartridge to shoot! I am not a dealer. $300.00 Cash 207-441-1752 Milford, ME

Savage A17 sporter, .17 hmr, has only shot 50 rounds or so. Rifle is in like new condition and comes with the manual, 10 round and 25 round magazine. Also has a BSA sweet 17 3x12x40 scope with red or green illumination and sunshade. Perfect varmint rifle and fun for targets too! I am not a dealer. $400.00 Cash 207-441-1752 Milford, ME

Universal Rifle Kit. Clean all caliber rifles with one simple kit! Maine made quality items! Price has been reduced! $30.99 207-943-8808 Milo, ME

Mossberg 12 gauge black synthetic shotgun. Comes with Hogue Tamer
pistol grip, forearm slide action tube, butt stock with recoil, bullet holder, and 00 buck shot bullets needs to be cleaned $300.00 OBRO 207-943-2859 or 207-612-6998 Milo, ME

410 gauge shotgun. Harrington and Richardson. $250.00 OBO 207-242-7723 Monmouth, ME

Winchester Model 92 in 38-40, manufactured in 1906. In good condition with evidence of average wear on receiver and barrel. A nice firearm for the collector or vintage shooter. Cash or trade + cash for vintage flintlock firearms. $1,250.00 OBO 207-933-3877 Monmouth, ME

Thompson Center Triumph .50 cal, Nikon scope. Like new only a few shots thru it. No trades. Text my phone if interested. $500.00 OBO 207-212-9277 Monmouth, ME

Ar-15 chambered in .223/5.56. Od green, anderson lower and od green ar-15 5.56/.223 16” heavy barreled upper with a matching 15” ultralite keymod free floating hand guard. It comes upgrade with an m16 bolt carrier group. Comes with a hard case mag and magpul flip up sights. $600.00 Firm 910-284-3023 Monmouth, ME

Diamondback DB10ELB .308, ar 10. 18” stainless steel barrel, key mod, open sight, like new, just don’t need. Paid 1000 asking 700. Would consider other hunting rifle trades. Call or text $700.00 OBO 207-834-2108 or 207-316-9425 New Canada, ME

Very good low round count 357 with 4 inch barrel and adjustable high vis sights. Per call to Taurus this was made in mid nineties. Comes with nice bianchi holster. Maine ID required $425.00 207-370-8158 New Gloucester, ME

300, 99 Savage $600. 870 Rem. 20ga $350. Win model 70, exc., 30-06 $1200 207-399-4112 New Sharon, ME

Russian Saiga 12 ga. Made by izhmash. Has had gas port, trigger and stock
Firearms

100% American made original C39 rifle. Copy of concealed carry permit and bill of sale or FFL transfer (at my cost) required. Call/text for more pics and additional info. $800.00 Cash 207-680-5201 North Yarmouth, ME

Sig Sauer 516 Carbon TS. Includes everything original when new including box + EOTech red dot optic with magnifier. Sig516 Carbon features: Short-Stroke gas piston system with 4-position gas valve, locking flip-up front/rear sights, integral Ambi QD sling mounts, rail adaptable carbon fiber extended fore-end, Sig Sauer telescoping stock, Lancer® 30 round 15 magazine - 2-stage match trigger copy of concealed carry permit and bill of sale or FFL transfer (at my cost) required. Call/text with questions or for more pictures. No trades. $1,650.00 Cash 207-680-5201 North Yarmouth, ME

Smith & Wesson M&P 40 cal. Great shape, light use, no safety. 2 15 round mags and holster and box of shells, all factory grips, lock, box and owners manual. Sold to Maine residents only with valid drivers license. No trades. $375.00 Firm 207-314-4482 Oakland, ME

Century Arms CVV2 AK477.62x39mm. Includes all original items as if it were new, including box + 2 additional 30 rd magazines. The C39V2, milled from 4140 ordnance quality steel, is the premier milled AK rifle available. The rifle includes multiple unique upgrades over the standard AK as well as incorporating key features of the first
Winchester Ranger 30-30 with Simmons scope like new. I don’t know if it has been fired. $450.00 OBRO 207-357-9115 Peru, ME

Yugo m70 abm ak-47 7.62x39 milled reciever, factory underfolder, ultimak rail, bushnell trs-25 red dot, ar buffer tube stock adapter w hogue adjustable stock, lightening bow trigger, polished internals, hogue pistol grip, extra furniture/accessories & 20+ mags (Steel Yugo BHO and Magpul- many new in packaging). Full ammo can for the right deal! $1,400.00 OBRO 207-332-5012 Pine Point, ME

Winchester model 94 30-30 rifle for sale. Gun was made in 1977 and is in excellent shape.Blue, barrel and wood all original. Beautiful tiger stripe walnut stock. Accurate and reliable.Made in Connecticut. $400. If you want to trade for another gun include make, model and caliber in e-mail. No shotguns or black powder please. $400.00 207-487-3809 Pittsfield, ME

CV A wolf 50 cal muzzleloader in great shape only fired 10 times cleaned very well used it last year for hunting don’t need it any more $300.00 OBO 603-781-0993 Portland, ME

Remington 1100, 12GA, 2.75” shells in very good condition with 28” barrel full choke, vented rib and nice checkered walnut stock set. Date code is OO which places is at either 1977 or 1994. Belonged to my late grandfather, more pictures upon request. No trades, cash
CZ 75 SP-01 Tactical with 2 18 round magazines and an upgraded CZ Shadowline trigger. Fiber optic front sight and blacked out rear. I still have the original recurve trigger as well. This pistol is a tack driver, it just sits in my safe and I would rather it go to someone who will put it to use. Text is ok. Must be a Maine resident. $575.00 Cash 207-212-5603 Sabattus, ME

Glock 23 Gen 4 comes with two 13 rnd mags, loader, changeable grips, case and a G-Code IWB holster with mag caddy. $550 obo can meet up. Have about 50 rounds with it you can have. $550.00 OBO 207-751-3218 Sabattus, ME

Selling as a lot. Air soft guns, clips, holsters, and ammo. Includes 2 shotguns, 1 rifle (rifle is acting up), 1 pistol, 2 smaller mags and 2 larger mags for shotgun, 5 speed loaders, and all ammunition show. $125.00 OBO 207-751-3218 Sabattus, ME

SKS with synthetic stock, compensator, scope, sling, 5 and 20 round mags, and case. Great condition. $350.00 207-890-4604 Raymond, ME

Pistol is in excellent shape. Barley used. Comes with extended pinky mag. $400.00 OBO 207-656-2634 Richmond, ME

Mossberg ATR (Night Train) .308, stainless muzzle break with Redfield Revenge 12x42mm scope. Great condition with a low round count. No trades. Text or email $350.00 OBRO 207-449-6035 Richmond, ME

Savage arms, Stevens model 200 in 7mm-08 With bushnell scope Gun has its small ware and tear from age but still works and cycles and fires flawless Cash or will trade for other firearms $200.00 Firm 207-691-5772 Rockland, ME

I have a 19’ square stern. In good shape can hold up to a 5hp motor. Very wide and sturdy. May do a partial trade for firearms. Text is best. Asking $700.00 207-212-3570 Sabattus, ME

Ar15 pistol, Anderson lower palmetto upper, angled forgrip, red dot sight iron sights awesome sling and 2 20rd mags sb3 brace, 500 rounds of wolf poly formance $600.00 OBO 207-747-7411 Saco, ME

Ruger ar 556, less than 100 rounds through it! Upgraded quad rail, have a
H&R 12GA Pardner remake of a Remington 870 clean. No problems. Text is best anytime $200.00 OBO 207-650-5492 Sanford, ME

KelTec Su-16 chambered in 5.56/223. Ultralight rifle and compact nice little truck gun. $500.00 Firm 318-349-7494 Sangerville, ME

VZ24 Sporterized with a new Hogue stock and a 3x9 Rhino scope this rifle is chambered in 7MM mag. $500.00 Firm 318-349-7494 Sangerville, ME

For sale is a M48 Yugo 8mm in great condition. Have ammo available at extra cost. No trades $450.00 Firm 318-349-7494 Sangerville, ME

Custom YHM AR15 300BLK 10.5” barrel - 3.5lb Velocity Trigger, KAK shockwave, BAD lever, Stainless Steel takedown pins, YHM lower, Raptor Tungsten Charge handle, Spikes tactical bolt + bolt carrier. Vortex strikefire 2 red/green dot, Vortex 3x Magnifier, Magpul MBUS flip up sights, Magpul foregrip, MLOK bipod (was used for sighting it in). 600 lumen flashlight, VG6 gamma muzzle brake, Ergo soft grip, Elftmann push button safety. Comes with Plano case and 4x 30rd mags and 2x 40rd mags. Plano has 2 locks and key. Pistol and hearing pro not included. $950.00 Cash 443-285-3784 Scarborough, ME

AR9 9mm pistol 9.5” barrel - Primary Weapons System PCC9. Custom cerakoted by Omaha Outdoors in FDE. This is a blowback AR9 pistol. Comes with 4x 33rd Glock magazines (2 are
actual Glock brand) as well as 1 x 50rd Drum. Has Holosun 503GU optic with 65MOA circle and 2 MOA dot. Optic turns on when it senses motion and turns off after 5 minutes. This is a great home defense or truck gun. I was planning to SBR this with a tax stamp but never got around to doing so. You can submit your eForm1 after purchase and put a stock on it if you’d like. I can assist you with that process if needed. $950.00 Cash 443-285-3784 Scarborough, ME

AR15 Primary Weapons System MK116 MOD2 chambered in 7.62x39. Comes with BCM VLTOR charge handle, Magpul foregrip and extended mag release. Also has tritium flip up sights (not shown in photos). Lower is MOD2 and upper is MOD1. Gun has been fired once and is in “like new” condition. Also includes 3x 30rd magazines (1 C Products and 2 ASC mags). Selling a few guns in my collection. This is an amazing long stroke piston gun in use by LEO and Military across the country, top of the line AR15. Adjustable gas block for suppressor use as well. Please see my other listings! $900.00 Cash 443-285-3784 Scarborough, ME

Sig Sauer P229 Legion in .40 cal. Gun fired twice. Comes with 4 magazines including an extended 14 round mag. Also comes with an Alien Gear Shapeshift holster combo. Includes the Sig Legion case. This Sig has a custom amory craft adjustable trigger (eliminates both pre-travel or over-travel.) This is by far the nicest pistol I have ever purchased but a little too large for my EDC. Price is firm as this gun is in mint condition. Total investment (trigger, holster, ext. mag) around $1450. Also have 200 rds of 40cal ammo. Please see my other listings! $850.00 OBO 443-285-3784 Scarborough, ME

Ar15 Smith & wesson m&p tactical in brand new condition shot 50 rounds through it works great $850.00 207-322-1470 Searsmont, ME

Looking to trade my 2006 Yamaha Road Star Warrior for guns bike is a 1700 efi with 6700 miles has new tires front and rear, aftermarket bars and also has two seats, the factory bars, another rear tire, a back rack with backpack and a windshield bike books for $4800 total gun package trades must be worth at least that 207-239-2897 Sebago, ME

Winchester 1866 Musket. Circa 1871. .44 Rimfire, 27” Bbl. Has large carved bird on left side of stock, possible Native American use. Old Wood repair at wrist, rear sight replaced otherwise untouched. $4,500.00 Firm 207-314-5030 Sidney, ME

Ruger Black Hawk Elite pellet rifle .177cal, like new, less then 20 rounds shot. Multiple packs and types of pellets. Comes with original box $80.00 OBRO 207-431-8738 Skowhegan, ME

Winchester mod 100 .308 4 digit ser #. Good condition. 2 extra mags. Leave message $550.00 207-858-8574 Skowhegan, ME

Cz Scorpion Evo pistol with folding brace and flash can. Great shooter and a really fun 9mm. Come with one 20 round magazine and three 30 round magazines. $850.00 207-431-1407 Skowhegan, ME

Galil Century Arms. “Golani” 5.56/223. Comes with five magazines and other extras. $700.00 207-431-1407 Skowhegan, ME

Ithaca Deerslayer 12ga, 20” smooth bore interchangeable barrel with factory rifle sights, factory sling swivels, 98% factory original finish. No extra holes drilled, factory soft butt pad . email for pictures. $360.00 207-643-2534 Solon, ME

30-06, M1 Garand Greek surplus HXP M2 ball ammo in 8rd clips in bandoliers packed in spam cans 192 rounds. $160.00 207-643-2534 Solon, ME

For trade sig p220 ST stainless .45 acp. Sig case with two mags. Some cosmetic wear visible but still in great shape. Looking for trades towards a .45/9mm 1911, or a quality hunting rifle. May consider cash or other interesting offers.
Email/text is best. Pics on request 207-441-2650 South China, ME

I have one Russian nagant revolver model 1895. Made in 1944. If interested please contact me $500.00 Firm 207-636-0406 South Lebanon, ME

Ar-15 upper receiver. 5.56 nato. Never fired - no bcg or charging handle. - custom cerakoted by furlong custom creations in a battle worn burnt bronze. - slr solo m-lok 13.7 - 16” ballistic advantage hanson profile barrel with pinned gas block. - vz6 delta flash hider. - v seven ultralight port door - bravo company bcm4 upper - magpul mvg black vertical fore grip $650.00 OBO 401-864-2585 South Portland, ME

Brand new Bushmaster stripped lower receivers. Marked XM-15-E2S 223-5.56mm. I have some with sequential serial numbers if interested. This is a standard mil-spec AR receiver and will fit all of the standard AR parts and accessories out there. Great receiver to start an AR build with! $115.00 Each 207-415-5351 Standish, ME

Ruger AR556 Pelican hard case, 5 magazines. Bipod, forward pistol grip, sling and scope. Must have maine id and preferably a CCW $1,000.00 Cash 207-332-8532 Standish, ME

PSA AR10 .308 Brand new never fired. May take partial trade of Remington 760 or 7600 carbine with straight comb stock or possible savage model 99’s $750.00 OBO 207-615-7700 Standish, ME

Remington 270 cal mod 770 bolt action with scope. New condition $325.00 OBO 207-691-1796 Tenants Harbor, ME

Smith and Wesson M&P II AR-15. Completely tricked with free float 15” mlok handguard w vertical handgrip, Magpul ACS-L stock, Yellow titanium BCG and Burris 3X site with red or green recticle. Giselle trigger. Not the average off the shelf AR well over 1500 into rifle. Have several AR’s and recently got a DD so looking to let this one go. Must have ID and be willing to sign bill of sale. Please no trades other than good condition 4WD 4wheeler or 125/250F dirt bike. Would prefer cash. $1,000.00 Firm 207-440-0234 Turner, ME

Ruger American pistol in .45 caliber. 10 round clips comes with two, hard case and all accessories. Really nice pistol, trigger is smooth and crisp and has great weight characteristics that make it easy to shoot. Gun is virtually brand new and has been shoot only a couple of times. Call or text $400.00 Firm 207-440-0234 Turner, ME

Aero precision AR15. Mid length gas system magpul hand guard hogue overmold pistol grip comes with one 30 round pmag. A2 site post with magpul flip up rear site. Nice shooting rifle aero builds a great gun. $600.00 Firm 207-440-0234 Turner, ME

Winchester Ranger 120 12 ga pump. Excelent condition with box. Text
CZ P10C 9mm pistol. Excellent trigger & ergonomics. Will sell with 3x 15rd mags (normally comes with 2). Like new condition, about 300 rounds through it, always cleaned after each use. Original case/cleaning brush & additional backstraps, also included. Price $435 (firm). I’m open to trading - I’m interested in dedicated 9mm AR platform pistol, such as Palmetta State Armory (or similar). Also interested in AR pistol in .300 Blackout. Would add some cash depending on the trade value. Call or text ok. Bill of sale required (I’ll provide it). Must be Maine resident with Maine ID to buy. $435.00 Firm 207-423-6566 Waterboro, ME

Gun Show at the Waterville Armory. Saturday, August 17th, 9-4pm & Sunday, August 18th, 9-2pm. $5 admission, 12 & under free w/ adult. Over 100 tables to mull over. 207-943-3619 Waterville, ME

Smith and Wesson sigma 9mm holster clip, home defense and a box of regular ammo. Must be 21 and not a fell on maine I’d. $200.00 207-347-9119 or 207-409-0694 Waterville, ME

S&W model 65-3, 357 mag, 6-shot, 3 inch barrel, stainless, fixed sights w/ red insert front sight, round grip, factory S&W rosewood combat grips, excellent condition. S&W factory leather holster. I have fired 12 shots (cast bullets) from it. No box. Not interested in trades. ME d/L. $850.00 Cash 207-424-9133 Waterboro, ME

S&W 686 Plus Performance Center .357 Magnum. Almost new. Only shot one box of .38 special through it. Asking $700.00 Firm 207-838-9384 Wells, ME

Browning x bolt 6.5 creedmore. Like new 2 boxes of shells fired, to many rifles $800.00 207-423-3600 West Buxton, ME

Reduced price! CVA percussion black powder 45 hawken pistol in great shape. Chrome lined barrel. Around 16” long. Will consider all trades. If it is listed, it
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is available. Thanks. $100.00 Cash 207-724-3458 West Gardiner, ME

Ruger 10/22 wood stock. Doesn’t have to be perfect. Text is fastest. Thanks. $50.00 207-724-3458 West Gardiner, ME

Ted Williams 20ga pump. Fully adjustable choke. Showing it’s age and needs a buffing but mechanically sound and shoots well. Fall Turkey season is coming. Make a nice first gun for someone or fill a hole in your collection. Trade for a decent canoe (prefer square back) or $250.00 Cash 207-289-4720 West Lebanon, ME

a2 build. windham upper, Anderson lower. dead accurate. comes with elzetta mount and mag light. text is best. $800.00 OBO 207-899-6696 Westbrook, ME

stoeger cougar 8000. 9mm, 2 mags and a holster. excellent condition. basically a smaller version of the m9. excellent quality. will entertain trades for glock but cash is preferred. $365.00 OBO 207-899-6696 Westbrook, ME

walther p99. gen 1. double/single action striker fired 9mm. safe queen only 20 rounds fired. immaculate condition! $550.00 207-899-6696 Westbrook, ME

Sig 716 AR 15 mint condition awesome gun just lost interest I’ve never shot it since I bought it comes with a full box of ammo a clip. Possible trade for a nice utility trailer or cash $1,495.00 OBO 207-313-8152 Whitefield, ME

DSA SA58 pistol for sale, .308, folding SB tactical arm brace, upgraded charging handle, 11inch barrel, 4 mags two 20 round and two 30 round. Less than 200 rounds through it. Excellent condition, comes with carry case as well. More photos upon request. $1,650.00 Firm 207-801-1277 Whiting, ME

Savage ashbury precision rifle 308 caliber bought a couple years ago with the intention to build a long range rifle however, I’m moving in another direction now. The rifle is mint and has never been fired. Features *factory-blueprinted savage action *adjustable

accutrigger *saber modular rifle chassis system (mrcs-ar) with double-locking folding shoulder stock *octagonal aluminum hand guard with m-lok attachment system *magpul moe pistol grip and buttstock *includes one magpul pmag aics 5-round detachable magazine $1,000.00 OBRO 207-699-9751 Windham, ME

Springfield Armory M14/M1A, National Match 308 stainless steel barrel, National Match tuned two-stage trigger, Archangel OD green custom stock, M1A 4th generation aluminum scope mount, also original walnut stock & two 5rd Mag. New never used $1,650.00 OBO 207-449-6104 Windsor, ME

450 Bushmaster -Anderson lower, Alex Pro Firearms upper, 16” stainless steel Shaw Barrel, 3lb single stage drop in trigger. Less than a box fired. Comes with 6 magazines and approx 200rds ammunition. $1,200.00 207-242-8591 Windsor, ME

Springfield Armory M14/M1A National Match 308 stainless steel barrel, National Match tuned two-stage trigger, M1A 4th generation aluminum scope mount, Nikon Prostaff 7 / 2.5-10x50 BDC reticle, also original Walnut stock & two 5rd magazines. New never used $1,950.00 207-449-6104 Windsor, ME

N.E.F. 243 youth model single shot, bull barrel, 3x9x40 scope in box $275.00 207-872-6483 Winslow, ME

Gen 3 Glock 23 40 cal with Trijicon night sights (paid $89 for sights). Two 13 round 40cal magazines. Lone Wolf 9mm conversion barrel (paid $99) and two 15 round 9mm magazines (paid $79). Black Hawk IWB holster (paid $49) Black Hawk pancake holster. (paid $49) 20 rounds carry ammo ($20) and 150 rounds FMJ ($30). A $912 dollar value for $550. I would consider trades, and partial trades. $550.00 Cash 207-745-1201 Winterport, ME

AR 15 .556/223 16” new, only 2 shots fired to test. Magpul furniture, polished trigger, Magpul mbus rear sight. Comes
with 1 new 30rd pmag. Cash or trade for Remington pump carbine preferably in .308 or a lever 45-70 only. Not interested in any other trades. Call, text or email $550.00 OBO 207-745-0865 Woolwich, ME

Remington 750 semi-auto .270. iron sights, like new condition. Has a couple of small blemishes from carrying while hunting. Less than 20 rounds fired. (1) mag included. No issues just don’t use it. Cash or trade for a pump carbine version preferably in .308 or a lever 45-70. Call, text, or email Tim $700.00 207-745-0865 Woolwich, ME

AR10. 18” stainless steel barrel, full length mlok rail, polished trigger, Magpul stock and grip, (1) 20rd pmag. Test fired only. No sights included. Possible trade for Remington pump carbine preferably in .308 or a lever 45-70. Call, text, or email Tim $850.00 OBO 207-745-0865 Woolwich, ME

Mossberg 190 bolt action shotgun. 16 GA. Good shape. $160.00 Cash 207-212-2721 York, ME

FN SLP Mark 1 shotgun. 12 GA, 8 shot mag tube, 3” magnum chamber. Fired once in the five years since I got it, time to sell. $800.00 OBO 207-212-2721 York, ME

Unfired Windham Weaponry 20” government rifle R20GVTAS4S-7 in .223 Rem/5.56MM Nato. Classic AR 15/ M16 configuration. Fully transferable Windham lifetime warranty. Includes 8 magazines. Flat top railed receiver with detachable carry handle. Hard case, web sling and factory manual and paperwork. 1 Windham Weaponry 30-round mag, 5 P-mag 30-round mags, 1 P-mag 20-round, 1 P-mag 10-round, 3 Magpul 5-round restrictors. Ammo available. Must be 18. Bill of sale required. Maine residents only. No trades. Email or text. $890.00 Cash 207-337-2659 York, ME

M1 carbine, Iver Johnson, 30 caliber M1 w/30 round magazine. This firearm is in good condition and ready for a new owner. Note this sale will be through a licensed FFL in Dover, NH and the buyer will need to be approved for this purchase. Buyer will pay fees associated with the transfer of ownership up to $30. Do not attempt to purchase if you are not able to purchase a firearm. Email for more photos or information. $575.00 Cash 603-312-0082 Dover, NH

Springfield Armory XDS .45 caliber. Like new condition, less than a box shot through it. I just went back to carrying a smaller gun. $375.00 603-662-0144 North Conway, NH

TC Blackdiamond muzzleloader, with nice 3x9 scope, custom stock $225.00 603-973-4979 Rochester, NH

Wanted: Looking for Colt firearms. (Diamondback needed, but all considered). Let me see what you got! Text or email only. 207-949-2261 Bangor, ME

Wanted: ISO 9mm sub compact handgun for around $350. Not interested in hipoints. Thanks. Have tools to trade as well as cash. $350.00 207-478-5917 Bangor, ME

Wanted: I’m looking for a Russian SKS. I am not looking for a Chinese, Romanian or any other SKS. If you have one you’re looking to sell, shoot me an email. Cash 207-385-6505 Brewer, ME

Wanted: 270 or larger single barrel rifle. Shorter the better to fit my wife’s reach for moose hunt this fall. Thanks. Firm 207-299-8623 Bucksport, ME

Wanted: Looking for a semi-automatic handgun have up to and around $200 to spend. We’ll meet up within a reasonable distance prefer text please. Cash 207-595-2363 Casco, ME

Wanted: 12 or 20 gauge over/under shotgun looking for a bird gun doesn’t have to be anything super fancy. Thanks in advance. Text is best 207-949-1648 Clifton, ME
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